
  

 

 

VIETNAMESE FOOD LEADS THE WAY 

AT CONDE NAST SPA AWARDS 2018 

 
Delicious Vietnamese food and nourishing clean eating are spotlighted as Fusion Maia Da 

Nang recognized as the best of the best in the Conde Nast Traveller Spa Awards 2018 

receiving the award for Best Clean Food Fix.  Quoted as “A gastronomic haven at the 

vanguard of clean eating”  

 

By scoring a coveted spot as ‘the best of the best’ in The Condé Nast Traveller Spa Awards 

2018, Thailand and Bali may have long held center stage when it comes to spa getaways in 

Asia but there’s now a new frontrunner - Vietnam. Not only was it the only spa destination in 

Asia to make the cut, it was the only place chosen outside of Europe. 

“What’s not to love about Vietnamese Food” says Michelle Ford, General Manager 

“Ingredients are vibrant, bursting with natural flavours and fresh from the local markets.  It 

naturally inspired us to create pretty and delicious food that cares about your health.” 

The resort’s vibrant buffet breakfast at Five, inspired by the five elements, caters to everyone 

from vegans after more than just a salad to guests wanting a hearty, indulgent meal. Most 

items are homemade from the various nut butters and yoghurts to the dehydrated fruit and 

gluten-free options like chia seed bread. They also have 40 different food sprinkles to 

incorporate an element of play into each meal, with options like paprika vegan parmesan.  



  

 

 

 

You can opt for vegan, raw food or a juice cleanse, or just enjoy the light and easy menus 

which already incorporate a lot of healthy options.   

“Chef Dung, aptly pronounced ‘Yum’ in Vietnamese, has been at Fusion Maia since opening 

8 years ago as Executive Chef at Fusion Maia puts a lot of love into his food”, says Michelle 

“He makes a lot of homemade items from nut milks, to coconut yoghurt, gluten free chia 

seed loaf to dehydrating local fruits from scratch and also incorporates playful elements like 

our selection of about 40 food sprinkles at breakfast such as spirulina gomashio or sunflower-

rose”  All using local and fresh ingredients such as turmeric, ginger, lemongrass, bean sprouts 

or the herbs from the in house hydroponic garden abundantly. You can complement them 

with on-trend green juice, turmeric superfood latte, a bullet coffee or an glass of organic 

wine.   

 



  

 

 

Combine the Vietnamese-inspired clean food with your all-spa inclusive spa treatments from 

massages, to scrubs, manis or their signature energy healing experiences and your daily 

complimentary activities such as yoga, meditation and tai chi - this is THE place to refresh 

body, mind and soul.  

The all-pool villa resort is situated on My Khe Beach, a 20-mile stretch of white sand on the 

way to the famous UNESCO heritage town of Hoi An. The property boasts 87 chic pool villas. 

The spa, at the heart of the property, has 22 treatment rooms, lush tropical gardens, a pool, 

yoga studio, beauty salon, and steam and sauna rooms.   

 

FUSION MAIA DA NANG - Asia’s first all-spa inclusive resort 

For more information please visit www.fusionmaiadanang.com 

Get social with us on Facebook & Instagram  for more update! 

Reservations: reservation-dn@fusion-resorts.com 

 

WHERE OTHERS FOLLOW, FUSION LEADS 

Since its launch in 2008, Fusion has become a leading innovator of wellness-inspired hotels and resorts, 

and is now the only fully vertically integrated hospitality company in Southeast Asia. Under one roof, 

Fusion conceptualizes, designs, builds and manages beachside resorts and city hotels through its 

uniquely branded hospitality concepts.  Fusion has opened six resorts and hotels in Vietnam so far, with 

a team now boasting more than 1,500 employees, including 300 spa specialists. At present, guests can 

experience Fusion’s original “all-spa inclusive” concept, and “breakfast anytime, anywhere” service, 

along with their inventive approach to the hospitality sector, in Da Nang, Cam Ranh, Ho Chi Minh City, 

and Phu Quoc.  

The Fusion catalog of brands currently includes: 

Fusion Resorts: Where contemporary original design meets traditional Vietnamese charm. Home to 

http://www.fusionmaiadanang.com/
https://www.facebook.com/fusionmaiadanang/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.instagram.com/fusionmaiadanang/
mailto:reservation-dn@fusion-resorts.com


  

 

 

Fusion’s unique “all-spa inclusive” service, Fusion Resorts fully embrace the combination of ultimate 

wellness with a rejuvenating and down-to-earth lifestyle, all in natural, picturesque surroundings. 

  

Fusion Suites: As well-located city hotels in key business and tourism hubs, Fusion Suites redefines holistic 

living and brings a wellness-inspired vacation experience to today’s urban adventurers. As 21st-century 

city life continues to accelerate, Fusion Suites aim to bring balance and harmony to the urban jungle 

through healthy and nutritious food and drink options, daily spa journeys included in the room rate, and 

original and rejuvenating interior design. 

Fusion Retreats: Designed for ultimate relaxation, the six-star Fusion Retreats not only embrace a 

premier yet down-to-earth lifestyle, incorporating many of Fusion’s unique concepts, these semi-

isolated locations also offer extended wellness journeys, including anti-ageing, healing, or 

detoxification experiences. They aim to go well beyond the typical offerings of hotel or resort-based 

spas. 

 

Fusion Originals: These individually-branded Originals do not share a consistent style. Instead, Fusion 

tailors each hotel according to its location, giving travelers a distinct taste of a city’s culture and cuisine 

through a consistent ethos. Each Original carries the name of a pioneer, inventor or artist who has 

changed the world in some way. While Fusion Originals don’t aim to change the world, they’re 

certainly a good place to start. 

 


